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Average Patience of Tourist Searching Internet



Source | F-shaped patterns for reading web content |

Jakob Nielsen, http://www.useit.com/alertbox/reading_pattern.html
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What Is It That I Do? 



TEAM: Destinations are our Business

TEAM is an international consultancy specialising in strategic 

and operational planning in all aspects of destination management 

and marketing



TEAM: Destinations are our Business
• An international consultancy specialising in strategic and operational planning 

in all aspects of destination management and marketing.

• Associates: more than 50 destination practitioners - consultants 

• Projects: more than 300 over the past 16 years in more than 30 countries

• Publications for UNWTO and partners: 6 



Key Trends in Consumer Behaviour and Technology 
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Handbooks on E-marketing 2008 & 2013



Handbook on E-marketing 2008

Objectives  and format: 

 Target readers: DMO e-marketing practitioners

 Create awareness of the ‘e-marketing toolbox’  
offering so many exciting new possibilities

 Inspire implementation or improvement

 Increase professionalism and performance

 Practical, user-friendly, comprehensive 

(all the basics + most leading-edge techniques)

 Link all marketing techniques (research, PR, CRM, 

etc)

 Expert contributors from around the world, examples, 

case studies, interviews

 18 chapters, 280 pages, published as printed 

textbook and pdf in English, 

Spanish and Norwegian



Handbook on E-marketing 2013

Objectives and format: 

 Target readers: NTO/DMO e-marketing 

practitioners

 Inspire optimisation of e-marketing skills with

 More attention given too developing and 

integrating e-marketing strategy and planning 
and tactics

 More attention given to evaluating and 

measuring success

 Practical, user-friendly, appendix with 

sources for market research

 Expert contributors from around the world, 

examples, case studies, interviews

 22 chapters, 600 pages, 

published as printed 

textbook and pdf 

in English and …



1. Introduction
Trends, Challenges, Opportunities

2. Strategy & Planning

3. Destination Brands –
Competitive Identity and E-
marketing

4. Content

5. Websites

6. Domain Names

7. The Social Web

8. Search Engine Optimization

9. E-mail Marketing

10. Mobile Tourism

11. B2C E-commerce for Destinations

12. Paid Media Advertising

13. Interactive and Smart Television – Increased 
Interactivity and convergence of Services 
and Media

14. Customer Relationship Management

15. E-marketing Activities to Support the
Tourism Suppliers in the Destination

16. Supporting the Travel Trade in Source Markets

17. PR and Media Relations

18. Raising Income from E-marketing Services

19. Measurement and Evaluation

20. Web and Social Analytics

21. Crisis Management and Communications

22. Legal Framework for E-marketing Activities

Appendix: Sources for Market Research  

Handbook on E-marketing 2013



Sections for different readers:

 Interested in e-marketing trends, 

strategy and key concepts 

 Interested in e-marketing tools

 In collaboration with the travel trade

 Involved in evaluating and measuring the 

success of e-marketing activities

Handbook on E-marketing 2013



Why Be Online?



Why Be Online?



Internet Services

Internet:

An information and communication  technology 
infrastructure […] which allows people and 
organisations to offer and buy services, which may 
be used for economic, social, cultural,  
educational, scientific, and other purposes 

Source |Ben Tiggelaar, 1999, Internet Strategie. 



Internet Services

 Information Services

 Contact Services

 Transaction Services

 Entertainment Services

 Relationship Services



Internet Services

 Information Services offer information to the user. Information: 

anything that is communicated in any form of language (text, 

audio, visual).

 Contact Services enable direct contact with the owner of a 

website and with other users.

 Transaction Services allow organisations and consumers to

conduct business online and make agreements.

 Entertainment Services such as competitions and games; 

contribute to a positive experience of a website

 Relationship Services include email newsletters, social aspects of 

the web, loyalty programs, etc. and

aim to create possibilities for permission marketing

and maintain long-term relationships.
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Ten Key Trends in Technology 

and Consumer Behaviour



Ten Key Trends in Technology and Consumer Behaviour

1. Communication is increasingly mobile as 

well as more immediate; shorter, faster, 

and in real-time.

2. Consumers conduct conversations 24/7. 

An information economy has evolved 

into a conversation economy; 

an attention, experience and emotion 

economy.

3. Consumers are offered increasing 

quantities of information at increasing 
speed. Consumers must filter and judge 

content for its timeliness, usefulness and 

correctness.

4. Visual information reigns supreme, from 

pictures to infographics and video.

5. Consumers trust other consumers more 
than traditional institutions. 

The “Groundswell”  

6. The consumer is in control. The result of the 

new hyper-connectivity, combined with 

the ability to filter information and take 

advice from other consumers.

7. Large numbers of consumers now group 
together online to buy collectively and to 

secure discounts.

8. Consumers are assisted by search engine 
developments. Search engines such as 

Google strive to index all forms of content.

9. Location-based services are gaining 
popularity rapidly as a result of the 

increased use of mobile devices and 

more possibilities.

10. Consumers long for personalisation and 
belonging. The internet has made the 

world more transparent and bigger, but at 

the same time smaller. The web plays a 

role in new processes of individualisation 

and tribalisation. 
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Source | The Wall Street Journal | 17 Oct

2013 |http://on.wsj.com/H3Uvf0



Source | www.snapshot.com

http://www.snapchat.com/
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Conversation Economy

“Markets are conversations”

Source | Rick Levine e.a. | 1999 | The Cluetrain Manifesto



Social Technographics

Source | Forrester Research’s European Social 

Technographics® 2010 |‘The Rise Of The Joiners And 

The Conversationalists’ by Nate Elliott | http://www.forrester.com/rb/Research/

european_social_technographics%26%23174;_2010/q/id/57642/t/2













Mag. Christian Maurer

http://www.maclife.de/ipad/hardware/kindle

werbespot-macht-sich-ueber-das-ipad-lustig

Lean Backward Modus



Mag. Christian Maurer

http://www.flickr.com/photos/misbehave/2352753067/

Always on…



Mag. Christian Maurer



Multi-Screening



Conversation Economy

“Markets are conversations”

Source | Rick Levine e.a. | 1999 | The Cluetrain Manifesto
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Consumers long for Personalisation and BlongingConsumers long for personalisation and belonging



Source | http://www.thisismyedinburgh.com

Consumers long for personalisation and belonging





http://citybreaks.holland.com/


http://www.visitlondon.com/story?ref=tower
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Ten Key Trends in E-marketing



Ten Key Trends in E-marketing

1. The 'customer journey'  is continuously 
becoming more complex. An increasing 
range of factors, platforms and channels 
influence the decision-making process.

2. Marketers need to think in terms of cross-
media concepts and focus on finding the 
optimal match of messages with 
channels, platforms and devices.

3. Owned and earned media (inbound 
marketing) has increased in importance 
while paid media (outbound marketing) 
has become less effective. 

4. Inbound marketing is about drawing 
people in, by synchronising their efforts 
across search, social and content, 

nurturing leads and converting to ‘hub 
sites’. 

5. Understanding touch points with 
consumers is essential. Traditional 
segmentation and CRM can now be 
enhanced.

6. Online content is very powerful and the level of 
consumer engagement determines the 
success of content. 

7. There are new approaches to measuring 
success. Including now these four key areas of 
measuring success: involvement, interaction, 
intimacy and influence. 

8. The need for continual content creation and 
distribution may require re-focussing of the 
entire organization.

9. The marketing planning timetable and 
resources need to adapt to technological 
developments. Communication is immediate 

and occurring across different media, requiring 
more layers of activity. 

10. Optimization for mobile devices is vital. 
Marketers must invest in mobile-optimized 
websites and email, apps and location-based 

services and offers.
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Source | Forrester | Engagement, a New Marketing Metric

The Traditional Marketing Funnel



Source | Forrester | Engagement, a New Marketing Metric

Marketing Funnel: Complexity and Engagement



Customer Decision Journey McKinsey

Source | David Court, Dave Elzinga, Susan Mulder, and Ole Jørgen Vetvik | 
The consumer decision journey | 2009 | McKinsey&Company | 
http://www.mckinsey.com/insights/marketing_sales/the_consumer_decision
_journey
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E-marketing is very much about

the marketing of content :

“getting the right content 

in front of the right person 

at the right device 

at the right point in their decision-making process

to drive the right action”.

E-marketing & Content Marketing
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Ten Actions for Successful E-marketing

for Destinations



Ten Actions for Successful E-marketing for DMOs

1. Build strong brands

2. Reach as many (potential) customers as possible

3. Offer (potential) customers high quality content and other internet 

services at each stage of the customer journey

4. Make smart combinations of owned, earned and paid media

5. Make the most of the internet as a truly collaborative environment

6. Socialize and develop authority and thought leadership  

7. Deliver sales, directly or indirectly

8. Maximise the lifetime value of customers

9. Evaluate and benchmark performance, demonstrating added value 

and return on investment

10.Commit to continual learning



Focal Points for DMOs 

 Branding The changes in 

media and influences landscape 
described above ask for focus and 

fierce commitment, coherency and 
consistency and a truly collaborative 
approach. 

 Innovation Think in terms of 

service and innovating in each and 
all off your e-marketing plans and 
activities and offer internet services at 
every stage of the customer journey.

Value The internet has made 

value chains transparent. Consumers 

expect the roles of, and value added 
by, each stage to be clear. They 
themselves have become part of the 
value chain. DMOs are therefore also 
continuously challenged to create 
and show added value.

.

Re-focussing DMOs are wise to 

focus on synchronising marketing efforts 
across search, social and content and on 
making smart combinations of owned, paid 
and earned media, creating integrated 
experiences.

 Skills DMOs need to develop (partly new) 

roles and skills and adapting their structure.  
These include skills narrative management, 
dialogue, gamification, monitoring, 
measuring success in a truly multichannel 
environment…

 Intelligence There is a wealth of 

intelligence that DMOs can access quickly 

and economically. 

 Integration DMOs will need to make 

integration a characteristic of their strategy, 
even more than they are already 
challenged to do due to the fragmented 
nature of the industry, products and services.



Place Branding

Sources: 
Robert Govers & Frank Go (2009), Place Branding. Glocal, Virtual and Physical Identities, 
Constructed, Imagined and Experienced
Robert Govers (2011), Understanding Place Branding. Presentation (Part 1 and 2) at 
www.prezi.com
Simon Anholt (2010), Places: Identity, Image and Reputation. 
Simon Anholt (2007), Competitive Identity: the new brand management for nations, 
cities and regions
Simon Anholt (2008), Place Branding: Is it marketing, or isn’t it? Place Branding and 
Public Diplomacy 4(1), pp. 1-6 

Place Branding 



Robert Govers & Frank Go | 2009 | 

Place Branding. 
Glocal, Virtual and Physical Identities, 
Constructed, Imagined and 
Experienced

Place Branding 



Place Branding

“A place brand is … a promise that describes a 
compelling experience in realistic but competitively 

differentiated terms and that offers the visitor a 
distinct and desired benefit.”

George Whitfield | TEAM Tourism Consulting | 
DMO World Newsletter, issue 3 



Branding

What is 

your promise?



Branding

“A brand is the precise and pinpointed
communication of your company, your product or 
service, the value it stands for and the feeling your 

customer will get from it.”

Source |Kim A. Castle & W. Vito Montone, Why Publications



Four questions a brand

(explicitely or implicitely)

answers:

1. What is it that I do?

2. WHY are WE doing it?

3. Why is it important?

4. What does it change?

BrandingBranding



Consumers long for Personalisation and BlongingConsumers long for personalisation and belonging



Trends in Technology and Consumer Behaviour

Can you think of a trend 

not mentioned and included yet

in the Handbook?



Thank you

Karin Elgin-Nijhuis

info@karinelginnijhuis.nl


